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I. Social Media Chatter in China
An older lady trends after performing yoga on Chinese media: In Yugouliang
village in China, a gathering was discovered performing an Indian ancient art "yoga"
on camera with challenging moves. The video has drawn a lot of consideration on
Chinese social media platform kuaishou with 160,000 followers and got more than
76,000 likes. The town got another name after, with people calling it the "The First
Yoga Village"
US military stated that China might be planning to attack Guam: According
to China's Russia "no limits" partnership and the developing aggression of China in
the western pacific region, Washington D.C is strained as the US Military
Commander raised the urgency because of an expected attack by China on Guam
a small island which falls under the control of USA.

II. News in China
China has announced zero new COVID-19 cases in Shanghai interestingly since
March, as the country's most recent flare-up died down following lockdowns and
different limitations. China is the last significant economy focused on a zero-COVID
system, getting rid of all diseases with a mix of designated lockdowns, mass testing
and long quarantine periods and the people are getting back to normal.
In the next week, the US military coalition will organize another report given further
developed points and upsides of NATO, though authorities at the White House said
it will contain stronger language against China. As of late, the US president and Olaf
Scholz were seen where they addressed various issues looked by the two
democracies.
As the 20th National Congress of CPC is coming up, the Chinese President and
different authorities of CPC including the overall secretary and executive of CMC
emphasised about the significance of residents' perspectives on the main political
plan of the country through the internet and different media platforms.
additionally, Xi Jinping said it is an example of people's democracy.
Asia's two incredible economies are under argument about oceanic islands and
alliances. As Japan's military forces have announced that Chinese warships 'Lhasa"
as well as Chengdu and Dongpinghu are close to the South Tokyo Sea, Japan has
affirmed China sending these boats to Senkaku islands, which are situated in the
East China Sea.
The National Security Regulation has brought Hong Kong back to order said Chris
Tang Ping, secretary of HKSAR. Xi Jinping will also go to the gathering for the 25th
commemoration of Hong Kong's return to China. Tang has additionally expressed
upon the well-thought-out course of action to get homegrown terrorism, road
brutality and radical groups, including the danger from foreign elements.

China's National Metrological Center anticipated weighty precipitation which
might bring about floods and rainstorms. (Image 1, see below) CNMC has likewise
given a high alert for northern China and Beijing, which might be the most
impacted regions. Because of this, authorities have started the emergency
operations and given a notification for residents to avoid the hilly and riverside
regions.
The US Forced Labour Act has been criticized by the Uygur Autonomous Region,
expressing that it is a major danger to the security of worldwide industries and
exchange channels. Likewise, this act might influence the global business
environment. The trade & labour unions thoroughly deny this and with the
assistance of China's overall set of laws, they remained against this demonstration
to help the worker's right and their integrity.
On June 26, US President dispatched a Partnership for a Global Infrastructure and
investment plan at the G-7 Summit, where the amount of US $600 billion will be
raised against China's Belt and Road initiative. This will help US and European
nations which are stifled by China with several loans. The President added that
later in the arrangement, multilateral development banks and financial institutes
will also be joining the campaign.

III.India Watch
In the radiance of India's neighbourhood first policy initiated by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, India has offered help to the Sri Lankan government to avoid its
financial breakdown, which is upsetting China and in reply, XI Jinping has called Sri
Lankan President Mahinda Rajapaksa for enormous assets and different supplies.
India is offering $5 billion to Sri Lanka for food, fuel, manures and medication as
expressed in the Sri Lankan Parliament. Ultimately, a few endeavours have been
made by China to impact the Sri Lankan President to put resources into FDI and
against India by offering little bundles of assets while Sri Lanka has gone to India,
the West and the IMF. Then again, the SAGAR venture of India is acting in Sri
Lanka where it sends transports full of day-to-day necessities to Sri Lanka.
The aggravation in the East China Ocean because of Chinese warships advancing
toward Senkaku islands will adversely affect the relations between China and
Japan, and will likewise influence the Quad where India, the USA and Australia wil
act against China with the help of Japan. Then again, US destroyer spy make is
close to South China Ocean, which might assist with Japan in case of any uprising.
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China's National Metrological Center has given a high alert for northern China and Beijing.

